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INTROOUCTION 
Waters under natural conditions differ greatly as to the amount e.nd 
k:lnd of chemicals and microorganisms which they contain. The amount of 
dis ol ved salts found in waters range fro the very low ounts tcund in 
rain vater to the large quantities found in ocean water. The mimral con-
tent or water is or principal interest to those who use water for irriga-
tion and this paper deals principally · ith the conditioning of water by 
altering the mineral content. 
The purpose or this work was to study the feasibility of using con-
ditioned water in the production of greenhcuse crops. I t has been known 
for years that in order to achieve high production aDi best quality the 
type of water used is of considerable importance. The major problems that 
have been encountered as a result of using waters ot poor quality are 
changes 1n the osmotic pre sure of the soil solution, changes in s ·oil pH, 
possible accumulation of toxic salts and the deposit of objectionable 
residues on the leaves of plants espec1all7 foliage plants (Burk, 1927; 
Laurie and Kiplinger, 1950; Post , 1952; eeley, 1954). 
Most ch ical water treatment to date has been the softening of ater 
for domestic use by exchanging calcium for sodium, or the addition of 
acids or bases to obtain a more suitable pH for special purposes. The 
addition of acids to lower the pH value ot the water has been the pr·incipal 
cotditioning method utilized by eomnereial :f'loriste (SpurwBJ' and Wildon, 
1938) . 
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Some t.lorists have encountered severe losse·s in prcrluotion, which 
they have attributed to water of undesirable quality. Expensive ater 
conditioning equipment has b en in tallai by an to impro e water qua.lit • 
Since Iowa waters are g nerally high i:n minerals vhich les:l to the above 
· entiontd problems this ork is particularly applicable to Iowa eonditions, 
The purpos of this work is to tu<:W the effect on plant growth or 
w ter which has been conditioned by changing the temperature, pH, osmotic 
concentration and the relative concentration of varic::us dissolved s.alts. 
The principal part of th study deals with the e£f ct of cauplete and 
partially demineraliz water on the production and qu lity 0£ greenhous 
crops . Since the results of using conditioned water on growing plants was 
not readily noticed, beeause of the buffering action of soils, slown s of 
soluble salts to accumulate from the us of college well water and quick 
maturity or some of the plants studied it was decided also to study the 
effect of thes conditioned waters on eu.t flowers. 
The ant.ire study is augmentEd by the large munber of s cies and 
varieties ot plants vhich react differently under imilar environmental 
conditions. 
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BEVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Soluble Salts in Water 
Water even as rain is not completely pure sine as it falls, it canes 
in contact with the gase of the atmosphere and suspended solids in th 
air such as dust, soot• and other impurities. Thus rain ·water contains 
dissolved gases an solid matter~ 
When ater comes in contact with the ground it evaJX>ratee, flows over 
the su.r.fac or percolates into the grouni. The water which flows over the 
surface to ponds 1 lake , reservoirs, rivers or creeks is eallEd surf ce 
water, while that whieh p rcolates into the groum is called ground water 
and is used by plants, emerg as pring or foxms undergroum reservoirs. 
Sin~e water has great olvent properti ,. it tends to dis olve 
materials with which 1t eomes in contact. Because or the much more inti-
mate and longer contact vi th rock strata, grourd waters re generally 
higher in mineral content than the surface waters or the same area. The 
amount and kitd of dissolved material that these waters will contain 
depends largely upon the soils and rocks vhich lie in the drainage area 
(Fox, 1951; Nordell, 1951). 
Waters va:ry widely in their mineral composition a is seen in !abl 
1. On important factor affecting this variability is the amount of 
percolation that has taken place in a given area. In areas here rainfall 
appreciably exceeds evaporation and crop us , leaching occurs in large 
a Table l. Partial analysis of som representative river am nunieipal water • 
Sourc 
Flint River 
Neuse River 
Calcasieu. River 
Oomite River 
College wells 
Cedar River 
Iowa River 
City l-Jells 
Infiltration galleries 
Municipal wells 
Municipal wells 
ell water 
unieipal wells 
Canadian River 
ed River 
Red River 
Washita River 
Pecos River 
Pecos River 
Pecos River 
Rio Grande iver 
Rio Grand River 
Location 
Montezuma, Ga. 
Near Clayton, N. C .. 
Near Kinder, La. 
Hear Cam.ite, La. 
Ames, Io a 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Iowa City, Iowa 
Dubuqu , Iowa 
Des Moines, Iowa 
Fort Dodge, I owa 
Ottumwa, Iowa 
Co.meil Bluffs, low 
Sioux City, Iowa 
Near Sanchez, N. Mex. 
Near Colbert, Okla. 
Near Gainesville, Tex. 
Near Durwocrl, Okla. 
Carlsbad, N. Mex .. 
Red Bluf£, N. Mex. 
iear Orla, Tex. 
San Acacia, N. Mex . 
Brownsville, Tex. 
Dissolved 
solids in 
ppm. 
34 
70 
64 
75 
457 
257 
255 
2SO 
419 
616 
1375 
912 
567 
713 
1,180 
1,800 
452 
2,730 
4,600 
4,840 
34S 
823 
Per cent 
sodium 
~ 
52 
/$ 
52 
9.3 
g 
7 
16 
2S 
55 
{:J) 
16 
.30 
48 
J;J 
35 
50 
pH 
7.2 
7.6 
7.6 
Specific conductance 
K x io5 at 25° c .• 
4.s 
8.3 
ss.o , 
100.0 
204.0 
307.0 
64.8 
364.0 
645.0 
652.0 
52.3 
145.0 
aFrom Burk, 1927; Iowa Ge¢logical Survey and Iowa State Department of Health 19.3S; Collins 
~ al., 194.3; Pearson, 1949. 
Table 1 Cootinued: 
Source 
San Juan River 
San Juan. River 
Colorado River 
Colorado River 
Color do River 
Colorado iver 
Colorado River 
Gila iver 
Colorado River 
Looal well 
Location 
Skip Rock, N. Mex. 
Near Bluff, Utah 
Lees Ferry, Ariz. 
He Grand Canyon, Ariz. 
Below Boo.lder Dam, Ariz. 
Aqueduct 
Aqueduct soften 
Safford, Ariz. 
Yuma, Ariz. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
Dissolved 
olids in Per cent 
ppm_. sodium pH 
233 
343 
447 
522 
679 
798 
838 
415 
699 
276 
28 
23 
36 
35 
36 
i;. 
84 
58 
37 
64 
s.2 
8.5 
7.1 
Speeifie conductance 
K X 105 at 250 C. 
35.S 
52 .• 4 
68.0 
S6.l 
103.0 
J26.0 
140.0 
66 .• 2 
107.0 
38.0 
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amouttts especially in the late winter and pring. In these areas the 
m ml content of surface and ground waters will be less than in regions 
where rainfall does not equal or barely exceeds evaporation and crop use. 
In regions of high rainfall the more readily soluble cat ions hav · 
been leached, thus resulting in soils am aters which generally tend to 
be acid . In areas of less rainfall, less leaching occurs and ·the soils 
and waters of these areas tend to be neutral or alkaline in reaction. 
Iowa is located in an 1nterm iat e zone or precipitation tins the majority 
ot oil and waters or this region tend to be near neutral in reaction. 
But even m the same area the mineral composition of water varies greatly'. 
As indicated previously, ground waters are usually higher in minerals than 
surface waters while deeper wells are generally higher in minerals than 
shallow lls. Because of seasonal variation in precipitation the mimral 
content of water from the same s ouroe may vary greatly (Nordell, 1951) • 
Surface wate·rs from large lakes are u ually more constant in composition 
than river waters (Table 2) . Deep wells usually show but slight fluctua-
tions 1n composition, while the same is true for shallow wells to a lesser 
extent. 
Salts in IITigation Water 
Although waters contain several kinds of impurities only the salt con-
tent of aters are considered in this paper. Water quality for irrigation 
generally depends on the type and amount of dissolved minerals it containS. 
Most waters that are being used. for irrigation fall within the ra~e or 100 
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Table 2. Variation in mineral content of saoo Iowa river waters.8 
Date ot sampling 
Feb. 18-27 Mm. 
Apr. 19-28 Max. 
Mean £or year 
Feb. 16-26 Min. 
Dec. 7-16 Max. 
Mean for year 
July 21-30 Min. 
Dec. 19-2a Max. 
Mean for year 
Ca HC~ Na+K Cl 
Iowa River at Iowa City 
79 l2 1.4 
61 270 15 4.2 
49 210 u. 3.6 
Cedar River at Cedar Rapids 
24 87 ll 2.2 
62. 273 17 .3.8 
48 209 J2 3.4 
Des Moines River at Keosauqua. 
/;. 185 8.4 1.2 
100 4l2 27 8.1 
;g 216 17 4.8 
Total 
dissolved solids 
129 
319 
247 
119 
309 
228 
212 
492 
312 
8 From Clarke, 1924. All figures are in parts per million. 
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to 1,500 p m issolv"ed solids vitb a few as high as 5,000 ppm. ea water 
which is very hi h in dissolved minerals contait).s about 35,000 ppm soluble 
salts or .3 -5 per cent, largely sodium chloride. The mo t abundant solutes 
found in water are calcium, magne ium1 odium, bie - bonate, sulfat and 
chloride. Many other ions a borate 1 nitrate, pota s ium, etc. lso can 
occur in water in varying amounts and proportions. Table l hows the parts 
per million, dissolved solids., electrical conductivity, pH, and percents e 
eodiuml 0£ some representati"Ve river w ters of the United St te and well 
waters of Iowa . As can be seen frem this table waters vary greatly in 
soluble solids, pH and percentage sodium. In the eastern Unit d State , 
rainfall in high water contains few dissolved solids while in Iowa ani 
:t'arther vest water contains considerable amounts of dissolved minerals . 
Many studies have been carried out to determine the desirability of 
using waters containing varyin amcunts of di solved solids for 1r:rigation 
purposes . Christensen and Lyerly (1952) have rated waters for uee in the 
El Paso and Pe·eos eaa of Texas . They found that waters with a pecific 
conductivity of 0-120 (EC X lcP) could be used on all soils when nough 
extra ater was used to produce 5 to 10 per cent drainage . Waters or a 
conductivity value of 120-240 ere not recommended for use on salt sen itive 
crops and vhen used on salt tolerant crops, 10 to 20 r cent drainage 
should be obtained. Waters with a conductivity value of 240 and above were 
recommended only for salt tolerant crops and leaching of 25 to .30 per cent 
is necessary when used . 
lpercentage 
./1. potas ium 
+ ./1 . sodium 
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Wilcox (1948) has class·ified waters as shown in Table J. The u. S. 
Regional Salinity Laboratory (1947) has classified waters vith a pecific 
conductivity of 0-100 as excellent to good, 100-300 good to injurirus and 
300 and above as injur.ious to unsatisfactor.r. 
A special classification has been set up for Utah waters by Thorne 
and Thorne (1951). Water with a. specific conductivity of 0-75 can be use:i 
afely on all soils, 75-175 can be expected to cause salt probl s where 
drainage is poor and leaching of residual salt is not consistently prac-
ticed. Waters of 175-.300 can be used for sani-tolerant and high tolerant 
crops on oils of good permeabil ity and with regular leaching practices, 
300-500 can be used on high salt tolerant crops growing in vell drained and 
well leached soils, while waters above 500 can be usfti only under special 
conditions. Waters also have been r ated as to r cent of exchangeable 
sodium (Table 1 and 2). According to Thome and Thorne (1951), no d.1rti-
culty vill be encountered when exchangeable sodium at equilibrium is less 
" than 4 per cent, while 4 to 8 per cent exchangeable sodium will cause i o ~ rt"~, 
trouble only when water is high in carbonates or bioarbOl'lates. Water of 8 
to 15 per cent exchangeable sodium may cause trouble on fine textured soils 
under poor management, while 15 to 25 per cent exchangeable odium. will 
. . . 
result in some alkalt formation. When exchangeable sodium is greater than 
.25 per cent they concluded the water is tmsatisfactory for irrigation. 
Wall an:l Cross (194.3) ha e recommended that vaters containing 200 p 
or less of salts, and littl or no alkalies are of excellent quality tor 
greenhouse use. However, when the salt content is 500 p trouble can be 
10 
Table 3. Permissible limits for electrical conductivity and per c nt 
scxlium of several classe of irrigation water.a 
Classes of water Electrical conductivity Per cent 
Rating Grad K x io5 at 25° c. sodium 
1 Excellent '(.25 ( 20 
2 Good 25--?5 20-40 
3 Permissible 75-200 40-60 
4 D oubt:f'tll 200-300 60-80 
5 Unsu1tabl > :300 > SO 
aFrom Wilcox, 1948. 
ll 
expected with the mor susceptible greenhouse plants. Waters or 1,000 ppm 
were found to be satisfactory- only uxder certain conditions. 
Ef.t' ct of Saline Waters on Soil 
The water that is added to the soil for iJTigation either evaporates 
from the surface, is used by the plant or leaches from tbe root zone. The 
salts that are in the ater either accumulate in the soil, are used by the 
plant or carried away- with the drainage water. The concentration of salt 
accumulating in a soil is usually 2 to 100 times that or the irrigation 
water used. The net amount of salt accumulated by a soil will depend upon 
the amount (rate times time) of water addEd, the crop grown, and amount of 
leaching. t one time it was considered good agricultural practice to 
utilize, all tbe water possible by reducing to a minimum surface evaporation 
and root zone drainage. It is now realized that leaching the root zone is 
necessary to move out or the root zone salt that have accumulated in the 
soil from previous irrigations. As the salt content of the water increases 
it is necessary to use proportionally more vater to obtain ad quate leach-
ing (Christensen and Iqerly, 1952). Waters containing 1,000 ppn total 
solids will add 1.36 tons of salt per acre for every acre foot of water 
applied to the soil. Without leaching it ean be seen that large quantities 
of salts can accumulate :in only a few years. 
Soluble salts effect soils in two principal ways: (a) by increasing 
the salt content of the soil olution; and (b) by increasing the degree or 
saturation o.t the soil colloids with absorbed or exchangeable sodium (U. S ~ 
Regional Salinity Laboratory, 1947) • \ \ 1 "' ~ ~ -~ ,., ... a~, , ~ ", 
I 
Osmotic Effects of Soluble Salt 
Greaves and Lund (1921) studied the effects ot salts on the bacterial 
activity in soils in relation to the osmotic pressure of the soil aolution. 
They point out that there is a clo e co?Telation between osmot-ic pressure 
and the toxicity to certain bacteria. All alts used, except thre became 
toxic hen the osmotic pre sure as le s than :; atmospheres. Ammoni.fica-
tion was reduc to less than on halt normal when the osmotic pressure of 
the soil reached 15 atmospheres. All the salts tested, except sodium 
chloride, manganese nitr te and iron chloride became toxic to nitrifyillg 
organisms when the osmotic pres sur was between l and 2 tmospheres • All 
the salts reduced nitrification to less than 50 per cent wen an osmotic 
pressure of 6 atmospheres was reached. 
Cations in the Soil 
The principal cations found on the clay particles in the soil are 
Ca++, Mg++, K+, and Na+• The ratio of Na+ and I+ to Ca++ and Mg++ in 
irrigation water is of considerable 1mportanc (Wilcox, 19~) because when 
+ + 
a normal soil is treated with waters high in K and Na 1n relation to the 
++ ++ 
amount of Ca and Mg important ehenical and physical changes occur in 
the soil. When x+ and Na+ are high in relation to ca++ and Mg++ the former 
\fill become absorbed by the soil and an equivalent amount or the latter 
vill be set free. Potassium is usually or little significance in irriga-
tion waters thus Na+ will be di euss oo principally. The amount or Na+ 
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absorbed by the soil increases as the concentration of Na ions are 
increased (Kelley ard Cummins, 1921) . When soils are irrigated vi th water 
containing more than twice as much so:Uum as magnesium am calcium, perme-
ability of the soil will generally be reduced because of destruction of 
aggregates and dispersion (Hayward and Wadleigh, 1949) • Kelley (1951) 
is of' the opinion that certain workers have overemphasized the injury that 
can occur to the soil from the us or waters high in sodium. If the soluble 
sodium per cent is less than 60 trouble from excess sodium in th soil will 
not usually occur (u. s. Regional Salinity Laboratory, 1947) • 
Calcium is of great importance in the soil both as a plant nutrieht 
am as it counteracts the effect o:f excess sodiun . Magnesium is of tm 
same general effect as calcium. 
Anions in the Soil 
Soluble anions are . without influence on the base equilibrium between 
olution and clay (Eaton, 1950) . Chlorides of only a few h.undred parts r 
million in the soil may cause plant damage but chloride bas no spcif1c 
effect on the soil except that chloride salts are highly soluble, contri-
bute to the increase in osmotic pres ure of the soil solution and cause a 
lowering of the pH. Fertilizers such ns potassium chloride contribute to 
the chloride content 0£ soils . Since the chloride ion is not preferentially 
removed in any conside:rahl.e amounts by plants, fertilizers containing 
chloride will usually leave a ehlcxride residue. 
I -......:, 
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Sulfate has the same general effect on the soil as chloride am the 
use of fertilizers such as ammonium sulfate and potassium sulfate can con-
tribute to an excess sulfate accumulation. 
Bicarbonate accumulation in the soil is accompanied by an increase in 
so.il. pH ani since scdium bicarbonate is soluble an increase in the osmotic 
pressu.:re or the soil solution can be expected. 
Lewis ~ !!· (1952) noted that the anions Cl-, so4-, and co3- · varied 
in their effeet on the availability of phosphates. Accoxding to Eaton 
(1950) if a water contains more carbonate and bicarbonate than calcium ard 
mt,:\gnes1um; calcium and magnes.ium carbonates will precipitate when the salts 
bec-0me concentrated through evaporation and water use of plants. The 
res:tdue of carbonate, that is not precipitated with calcium or magnesium 
is paired with sodium thus for.ming sodium carbonate. Waters with a low 
initial percentage sodium and high carbonate content, may give rise to a 
high-scdium soil solution by reason of calcium and magnesium carbonate 
precipitation. Well waters are generally higher in carbonates than river 
water. 
Kelley~.!!· (1940) state that very little sodium is absorbed from 
saline solutions in which the ratio or Na:Ca is not greate:r- than 2tl; it 
does not follow that the application of a comparatively dilute $a.line · . 
• . ++ ++ ir.rigation water containing Na and Ca + Mg · in the ratio of 2: 1 will 
+ have no deleterious effect on the soil. The ratio of Na to divalent 
base will increase in the soil solution because 0£ the possible precipi· 
++ tation or calcium salts and the absorption of Ca by crops. For this 
15 
+ ++ ++ 
reason be states the ratio of Na to Ca + Mg should not be greater than 
l sl, depending upon total salt and anions present . 
Influence or Soluble Salts on Plante 
Exoeosiv salts 1n the soil solution adver ely effect the growth of 
plants by increasing the osmotic pressure of the soil solution thus making 
it more di.t'ficult :tor the plant to absorb water and by increasing the con-
centration of specific ions whieh may hav,e an advers effect on growth. As 
the salinity of a soil increases beyoni 2 atmospheres ost plant growth 
tends to be progressively re:iuced . 
Effect of specific ions on plants 
It is generally believed that ehloride ions are more toxic to plants 
than sulfate ions . Hayward and Long (191.2) observed that high concentra-
tions or the chloride ion caused more marked leaf symptoms than did high 
sulfate on peach • 'When the osmotic concentration was around 2 . 0 atmos-
pheres someltlbe.t similar vegetative responses resulted. 
Working on 1 ons·, Eaton (1942) f'ouni th · to be the most sensitiv 
to chloride or the s crops in the experiment. or these 8 erops sulfate 
appeared to be bout one-half' as toxic as chlor~de to some plants, but 
lemon was four or more times a tolerant to ulfate as to chlorid • Altal-
ta, cotton, tomato, and beet plants sho¥red no leat burning nor symptoms 
of diagnostic signifieanc other than a re:luction of leaf size in cotton 
16 
and severe blosso end rot of tomatoes. Barley, m.ilo,, am many bean 
leaves 1.rere 11 burned" by chloride and sulfate salts and occasional lemon 
leaves were "burned" . 
The effect of sulfate has not been speci£1cally determined but analy-
siS of leaves of beans (Gauch and Wadleigh, 194;) has shown that the con-
centration of sulfates 1n the roots was very closely parallelei by a 
similar increase in the leaves. Beans possessed some ability to H excluden 
&ulfate to a rather marked degree,, When high sulfates were present in 
the root medium, the aocumul t1on of sulfur in peach leaves was not tound 
in quantities likely to be injurious {Hayward and Long, 1942). 
l;leller !! Mo• (1940) found the bicarbonate ion quite toxic to plants. 
NaHC03 produced injuries on tomatoes grown in sand culture at lover concen-
trations and in general was more toxic than NaCl. Either salt wa.s 
stremely toxic above 1.400-1600 ppm. Plants growing with NaHC03 were 
reduced, in calcium content from one-fourth to one-halt that of the cheeks. 
Chlorosis a.rXl inhibition of growth in beans has been caused by increasing 
the concentration of bicarbonates. Wall and Cross (1943) eport vat rs 
of 200 ppm or less of bicarbonates will seldom cause dirf'iculties, vhlle 
water cont 1ning more than 500 ppm bicarbonate should be neutra.li zed for 
general use. They found acid moat satisfactory for neutralizing the 
waters. 
Calcium, an important plant nutrient, is also found in mst irriga-
tion waters. Only a few cases have been found where oalcmm has accumu-
lated in high enough concentrations to be distinctly toxic to plant 
growth (Thorne. and Peterson, 1949) •. 
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Magnesium is more likely to be toxic than calcium. In experiments 
"'1th guayule grown in sand culture Wadleigh and Gauch (1944) found this 
plant was k:i.lled by a eoneentration of MgC12 equivalent to l atmosphere 
osmotic pressure. Mag:ietad ll_ !!• (1943) showed that yields are usually 
lower hen magnesium is the predominant ion than were calcium is equal 
or predominate . 
Sodium in comparison with other cations on the basis of equal osmotic 
concentrations has been found innocuous . In fa.et it has been round to be 
a partial substitute for K, and to show no special toxic effect (Thorne and 
Peterson, 1911-9) •. Krone and Weinard (19.30) :found that a water which con-
tains more than 500 ppm or more sodium salts is likely to be injurirus to 
greenhouse plants . At the end of one month or using VJater containing 
NaCl a gradual decrease in both size and weight of some greenhouse plants 
was noted when over 200 ppm NaCl was added to the water . Hayward am 
Wadleigh (1949) state that at present little evide11ce exists that strictly 
saline soils may induce saUum taxicity per~· The effect of excess sodium 
in soils appears to be that the absorption of calcium and magnesium is 
reduced while the percentage scdium in the plant increases thus resulting 
in possible calcium and magnesium detioiences . 
Total Salt Concentration and Plant Growth 
Maey investigators have concluded that total salt concentration of t 
soil solution expressed :in atmospherep of osmotic pressure ia the rnaj or 
factor in determining the amount of gro·wth reduction on saline soils . 
lS 
Magistad ,n &• (19.lJ) towxl that tb3 best growth of a crop in nutri-
ent solution takes place in concentration range of about O.J to 2.0 
atmospheres depending on the crop, t perature and other factors . Excel-
lent yields were obtainoo in solution cultures of 0 . 4 atmospheres . The 
growth reduction was rcugbly proportional to the osmotic concentration, 
as measured by specific conductance, ot the soil olution. A number or 
crop species died in cul tu.re olution having an osmotic concentration of 
4.5 atmospheres. 
Kohl (1951) foutxl that Better Times roses growing in nutrient solution 
showed a definite inhibition of growth at s olut1on concentrations greater 
than 2 atmospheres . Definite dwarfing of the plants and cblorosis did not 
appear until the osmotic concentration of the nutrient solution was over 
3 .5 atmosph res but growt.h was reduced t all concentrations above 2 
atmospheres. He concluded that an optimum specific conductivity (K X 10~ 
for a 1 :2 soilnmter mixture should be about 100 far roses, providing the 
essential nutrients are present in sufficient quantity. 
Magistad and Reitemeier (1943) reported that ferns am begonias in a 
greenhouse soil were found dying .in soil having a specific conductivity or 
2,.;00 and in soils having a soil solution concentration above 4 atmospheres 
a.t the wilting point crop yields were poor. They found that the relation-
ship between plant growth and osmotic pressure or the soil solution was 
simiiar to that obtain . in and and solution culture experiments. Nor-
mally fertile irrigat·ed soils had a soil s.olution concentration at the 
wilting point or 1.3 to 1.8 atmo pheres and specific conductivit;y values 
of 200 to 3;0. 
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Merkle and Dunkle (1944) placed a "oeilingtt of 200 X lcY mhos. on a 
l s2 extract for th more sensitiv crops, such as tomatoes . They found 
excessive soluble alts in 20 per cent 0£ the greenhouse soils tested and 
attributed the exc salts to over fertilization. 
Davidson (1945) states that W'ith many greenhouse crops, the critical 
concentration of soluble salts 1n the soil has been .foUtd to be bout 0.5 
per cent or a specific conductance oi' 100,. Some sensitive crops such as 
snapdragons ay be stunted when the olubl salts exceeds O ,4 ~r cent or 
the specific conductance is bove s;. 
Citrus orchard irrigation ex:perll1ente; or Huberty and Pearson (1949) 
show interesting results . Using natural Colorado River water and filtered 
and softened ,Colorado River water for irrigation of an orange grove, they 
found that after 6 years of 1nigation with the t o waters no apparent 
differences were noted 1n tree vigor and only small changes 1n fruit yield. 
Th did record measurabl changes in the physical and chemical character-
istics of the soil that wer beginning to appear. Some reduction in 
reserve calcium in the upper two feet or soil had occur.red an:l some 
increase in soluble salt content or the soil had occuttEd . 
Magistad (1941) reports that 100 e .pm. of chlorid~e reduced the yield 
or sugar be ts 18 per cent in and culture compared with SO per cent 
reduction in yield of squash end 48 .6 per c nt reduction :in. yield of toma-
toes . 
Wall and Cross (194:3) found that tomatoes ere killed by- water con-
t ining 2,000 ppm NaCl and chrysanthemums were killed by 3,000 ppm NaCl. 
They recommend, as noted earlier, that waters containing 200 ppm or less 
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salts are excellent for greenhonse use and waters of 500 ppm salts will 
cause difficulty only with the more susceptible plants, while waters of 
11000 ppm salt can generally be use:i satisfactorily. 
Reason for Reduced Growth under High Soluble Salts 
Ayers n .11. (1943) reported that the inhibiting etion or concentratEd 
soil solution upon the extension of the root system into new soil a . as ay 
be even more important than the direct osmotic effect upon 'W ter absorption. 
Bean growth and yield were reduced as the soil moisture tension at Ume of 
irrigatien increaee:l, even though soil moisture was not allowed to go below 
the wilting point . 
Long (1943) .found that addition or NaCl to the culture solution 
reduced the rate of intake or both water and the nutrient ions studied, 
while additions of sucrose. reduced water intake but had little effect on 
intake of nitrate, caleium and potassium. He suggested that s lt injury 
to plants is the result ·Of higher osmotic pressures in the substrate pro-
ducing higher tensions 1n the plant hich influence physiological proc-
esses and that salt may produce a dellterious effect on the protoplasm 
directly. 
Hal'Ward and Spurr (1944) tound that on corn the total osmotic pressure 
of the substrate is a primary factor limiting net entry- of water into roots. 
No signif'icant differences 1n rate of water intake occurr«i \Jhen iso otic 
pressure of N82so4, NaCl and CaC12 were used s single salts. They also 
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f'oum that th ,substrate ot high osmotic concentration tended to inhibit 
mer:Lstematic activity and elongation of the root. 
Eaton (19-U) shov th t rhen corn and tomato plants were rown ' ith 
their roots divided betv en t 10 or more solutions of unequal concentration 
more roots developed in the dilute than in the concentrated solution. Ne-t 
water intak . was greater from the more dilute solution. Plants growing 1n 
solutions of equal osmotic pressure one being high in chloride and the 
other high in complete nutrient salts showed little d iffereme in water 
uptake or root growth. Their findings indicate that osmotic pressure is 
primarily involved rather than specific ion effects , 
Haywald and Long (1941) :f:owxi that a nutrient solution o:f' 1 . 5 atmos-
pheres gave maximum vegetative growth ot tomatoes and a growth depr·ession 
was noted at higher concentrations. They suggest groirrth depression may be 
the result of environmental £actors, which restrict the size or cells b;r 
I 
aceeler ting thei:r rate of turation, or which inhibit the rate of activity 
of primary or seoomary meristem. Flower bud formation was ret rded am. 
prob bly reduced on plants grow in high sodium chloride solutions , am 
antheais was delayed . 
According to Wadleigh, Gauch and Strong (1947) the supply ot water 
available t:o the plant in the nonsal:ine or only slightly saline part of the 
root zon is the ma:ln limiting factor to plant growth so far as salinity 
is coneemed. 
According to Pearson (1949) waters containing approximately 800 ppm ot 
total salts were eatisfaetor:y for growing some types of begonia., fuchsia, 
camellia, boxwood and chrysanthemum but cau ed leaf tipbum of some azalea 
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var.ieties and Rex begonia. Va.tars having a high saUwn percentage pro-
duced plants with a mor . compact, bushy habit than waters high in calcium 
am magnesium. In the commercial produoti.on of plants of high mal'ket 
value~ i the treatment of a water supply is oft·en feasible. 
High salts in a soil are ore damaging to seedlings and yotmg plants 
than more matur. plants . It is generally know that s.eeds in a soil high 
in salts may be delayed or even prevente'l from germinating . High tem~ra-
tures cause damage to appear sooner than low temperatures. Ir soils are 
high in salts it is beneficial to maintain · high a moisture content as 
possible in the soil so long aa aeration is not impaired. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Since the purpose ot t his work was to determine the feasibility of 
com1tion1ng water for greenhouse use, the t1};)es or water to use in the 
experiment were of primacy int erest . It 'Was dee:ld.ed to use college well 
water as o. check etr control in all the experiments . A complete chemical 
analysis of this water is shown in Table 4 . 
In preliminary exper.l ents water was used which had varicus amounts 
of cations and anions added to the college well vater. The ~pose of 
!nereasing the concentration of salts in the water was to shorten the 
length of time needed tor an accumulation of salts in the soil. Water CC 
was college well water with 5 times the concentration of' cations usually 
present in the vater.. Water CA was college t1ell water with ; timee the 
coneentration or anions usual ly present in the water, while water COA had 
5 times· the concentration of' both cations and anions . Sio2, Al, and 003 
were added to none of the above waters . lt was found that ·college well 
water woo.ld not dissolve these additional cations but anions , when added 
ae the acid salts, were readily soluble •. 
Two other types of water were used in thes·e experiments , demineralized 
water· and decationized water. Dem:lneralized water is obtained by passing 
water through a h31drogen cation exchanger and then tbroogh an anion ex-
changer. The first step 1n the hydrogen-cation exchange?' 1s an exchange 
of the cations in the vater such Ca, Na, Mg for the hydrogen ions on the 
cation exehange material. 
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Table 4. An analysis or the college well water.a 
Si~ 
Fe 
Al 
Ca 
co3 
Total solids 
College well vater 
ppm 
21 .90 
6.30 
1.59 
93 . 91 
31.84 
17.90 
66 .0l 
17.30 
isa.77 
457.00 
3 From Burk, 1927. 
Council Bluffs well water 
ppm 
198 .0 
J(i. .O 
61 .3 
291. 0 
7.0 
912 .0 
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The second step is the passing of the water ld.th the mineral cations 
removed through an anion exchanger, thus replacing anions with the lzy'droxyl 
ion as : 
+ ROB ---~) R2S04 + ROH 
+ ROH ) RCl + HOH 
The above reactions are over simplified, the actual reaeti ons being much 
more complex . The anion exch ger is es enti lly ror the removal of' sul-
fates and chlorides . Carbon dioxide will be removed when the :water is in 
equilibrium with the air.. Only small axnounts of the mineral catiollS and 
anions dll remain in the deminernlized at r . The d ineralized water 
will generally contain 3 to g ppm total dissolved sol1d 'With a pH of about 
Deeationized water is th effluent from the h,Orogen cation exch nger . 
This water 1 ill contain silic , cblor de, carbon dioxide and sulfate with 
ve:cy small amounts of miner 1 c tions •. The pH is around 2 .6. I t :ts 1mpar-
tent to note that bicarbonates are not removed by th anion exchanger . 
When water containlllg bicarbonates is passed through the hydrogen- cation 
exchanger the bic bonate radical farms c bonic acid \./hi breals do 
ediately into carbon dioxide and water . Tba rormula is t 
Ca1 
Mg > 
Thus an anion exchanger is necessary only for the removable of chlorides 
and sulfates but not the bicarbonate ion. 
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The d ineralization unit usEd :1.n thjs experiment bad. a oapa.oity of 
4 gallons per mimte. About 2 ,ooo gallons of Yater could be demineralized 
before regeneration of the GK:ehange reain was necessary. Seven g llons or 
t ehnie 1 eydrochloric acid '1as used to regenerate tbe cation-exchange 
unit 1'1hile ·7 pounds ot sodium hydroxide was used in regenera.ting the anion 
exohang units . The cost or chemicals per regener tion was apprax:imat y 
S.50 thus giving a cost per gallon of deminaralized _ ater of about 
O .027; cent or one-fourth cent per gallon or • 75 per l,ooo gallons . 
Betl een SOO t .o 1,000 gallons of rav water are necessary in regenerating 
the unit . 
To study the direct effect of high salt eoncentration on plants college 
well water l-ras alsc used with 100 a.nd l,ooo ppm NaCl added . Table 5 i a 
list of the waters usei in the experiments . 
All plants were gt-own in soil mixt'tll-es recommenied for these crops. 
The roses \ ere grow in cone.ret benches hi eh were paintsi with an a pbal t 
pa:int. Pots used were coated on the inside ,,. ith asphalt . 
All pH determinations ·were made by either the Universal No . l Indic "tor 
Solution or by a Coleman glass electrode pH meter. Conductively tests' ere 
made with a. S olu- Bridge Type RD . l r2 soil \later mixture (Merkle and 
Dunkle, 1944) and leacba.tes ere used in determining salt concentration of 
the soil. 
All experimental designs used vere of' either a randomized block or 
split-plot design . The standard deviat ions were calculated according to 
Snedecor ( 1946) • 
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Table 5. Water used in experiments. 
Code Water pH ppm KX io5 
olids 
c College well water 7.2 457 88.0 
DM Deminerallzai water ; •. 5 6.0 0.25 
DC Decationized water 2.6 
cc Oolleg well water plus 
5 times cations 1046. 2 
CA Coll ge well water plus 
5 times anions 789.0 
cc College well vater plus 
5 times cations anions 2385 .0 
ClOO College rell water plus 
100 ppm N Cl 557.0 
01000 College well water plus 
1000 ppm NaCl 1457.0 
Plants used in the experiments were roses, variety Hildegarde and 
Better Times; saintpaul as, variety Blue Bird and Red King; snapdragons, 
Ball Hybrid No. 5 Snowman; calceolarias, Ball Mul tiflora ana Mixture; 
fibrous rooted begonias, variety Indian Ma:id; and poinsettias 1 variety 
Paul Eoke. Flowers used in tte cut flower experiments were Better Times 
roses and snapdragons of the variety Snowman and Barbara. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Roses 
Better Times 
Roses, ot the variety Better times were planted. April 23., 195J in 
asphaltEd concrete benches using pasteuriz<d soil that had grown oses the 
two previou.s years. The experiment was set up using a randomized block 
d sign uith 5 replicates, 3 treatments and plots of l2 plants. The size 
of the plot was 14.. '1 square .feet. The three waters used in 1ater1ng, 
college well vater, demineralized water and deoationized water, were applied. 
from June 8, 1953 through Mas 1, 1954, tor a total of 53 waterings. The 
plots rere watered thoroughq at each 1atering but no leaching was prae-
tice:l. Nutrient levels were ma:tntained by regular soil tests. 
The flowers wer cut daily and data were taken as to number of tlowera 
and nower stem length. Table 6 shows the total flower stem length an 
number of flowers per plant tor 7 months, under the respective water treat-
ments. The dirt rencea in this table are not significant. 
On May 1, 1954 soil samples were taken and leachates collectEd from 
ch plot . The specific eonductanee am pH of both the soil samples and 
leaehatea were measured (Table 7). A pH meter was u for all the pH 
determinations. All figures in 1'able 7 are t .he average of 5 plots. 
Although the differences in stem length and number of flowers was net 
statistic lly significant th ple.llts watered 1th college vell water did 
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Table 6. Total stem lex:igth and n ber of flovers per plant aver a 7 
month period . a 
Trea .. nt 
College well water 
Demineralized. water 
Decationized water 
lo rer stem length 
in inches 
260 .2 
276.4 
2?8 .0 
lfo. or flowe 
l?.15 
18 .32 
a.No significant differences t the l~ level. 
Table 7. Sp cifio conductance am pH ot leachate and l t2 extra.et ot rose 
soil. 
pH K X 105 
Treatment ls2 extract leachate l s2 extract leachat 
College well water 7.25 ! .16 7.8 : .l 220 ! 31 328 ! 51 
Dem.ineralized water 6.71 ! .31 7.7: .l 182 ! 22 244 ! 4J 
Deeationized water 6.46 :t .16 7.6 ± .2 212 136 264 1 38 
·.Cl 
O)~· 
QI {j) 
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produce the l ove t number ot flowers, 17.15 per plant, ani the louest 
total fl.O\· er st length, 260. 2 inches per plant over the 7 month period . 
Plants reeei ving demineralized and deca:ti.oniz€d water produced 16 .2 and 
17 .s inches mor flower stem length re peetively, than did those receiving 
eollege well water. The plants watered with d ineralized and deoationizoo 
water produced .9.3 and 1 . 17 more flowers per plant respectively than id 
those watered with college w 11 ater. 
The pH or all plots was the aame at the start of the treatments, but 
7 onths later the pH of plots watered with college well, demineralized and 
decationized water. was 7 .2, 6.7 and 6.4 respectively. Thes e changes in 
soil pH were due to the mineral contents or the three ~raters . 
The soluble salts in the soil solution, as measured by specific con-
ductance, also had changed. The plot receiving college rell vater had 
the highest specific comuetance, which was to be expectEd since the college 
water is high in soluble salts . Plot s receiving demineralized water had 
the lovest specific cOllductance. 
All soils bad a higher specific conductance value than 100 (K X 105) 
considered as opt:imum for roses (Kohl, 1951) if the essential nutrients are 
present in sufficient quantity. 'fhe high soluble salte! may have been due 
to an accumulation of salts in the soil during the two years prior to the 
initiation of this experiment, although leaching was practiced at each 
watering. 
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HUdegard.e 
Hildegarde roses· were planted in May 1952 in asphalted concrete 
benches. 1.'wo treatments, college well water and demineral1z.ed water, were 
used in this experiment. The exp~imental design was 4 :replicates and 12 
plants .in a plot, with an area of llu1 square feet per plot . Treatments 
were $tarted on March 25, 1953 about 10 months after the roses were planted. 
Nutrient levels of the soil were controlled by regular soil tests. fhe 
plants were \ratered according to regular commercial procedure and during the 
period of treatment the plants "Were water6d 10 times. Leaching of the plots 
was not practiced but vhen watered the soil vas brottght to incipient field. 
capacity. The wat.er treatments were continued through April 1954. 
Data over the l3 month period (April 1953 through April 19$4) were 
taken on each plant. Flowers v-ere cut daily and data taken as to numbers of 
tlovers a.nd length 0£ flower s~em. Table 8 shom~ the stem length per plant, 
in inches and number of flowers per plant for a period ot one year for the 
tvo types of water use:! . The diff.erence m stem length is significant at 
the 5 per oent level, while the difference in number of flower ia signifi-
cant at the 10 per cent level. 
At the conclusion or the experiment the soluble salts ani pH were 
measured for each plot, by tes·ting the leachate and a 112 s .oil; i:fater ex-
tract; a plI meter was used in all pH measurements. Table 9 shovs that using 
a 1:2 extract the pH or the soil treated with d&mineralized water was about 
0.5 pH lower than the soil treated with eollege vell water. The .average 
specific eonduetance was higher in the soil receiving demineral.imed water 
f 
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'l1able s. Total stem length and number of nowers per plant over a one 
yee.r period ' / · 
Treatment 
College well water 
Deminer lizEil rater 
Flo er stem length8 
in inches· 
46$.0 
;23.a 
No. ot flowers · 
31.47 
34.82 
ft])ifference requi+ed for significance at 5% level, 44.23 inches . 
: boirferenee required for significance at 10% level, .3 .29 flowers . 
Table 9. Spec.if'ic conductance and pH or leachate and 1:2 extract of ros 
soil. 
pHa K X 105 a 
Treatment 1:2 extract leachate -ri'2 extract leachate 
College 11 water 7.1 ! .2 7.6; ! 0.04 277 ! 39 555 !. 138 
Demineralized 1ater 6. 6 ! .2 7 . 65 :t . • 10 .324 ! 7S ' 501 !: 45 
8Each figure is the average of 4 plots. 
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by testing the e oilnmter extract, while by the lea.chste tes·t the average 
specific conductance of the college well water plots was highest . 
Plants receiving demineralized ater gave 5S.8 inehe of additional 
£lo·wer stem len >th over those receiving college ' ell water, also the demin-
eralized water plots showed .3 .35 flowers more per plant in the one year 
period. 
The same can be said f'or thie experiment as for the work on the Better 
Times roses, and that is that the inereaaEd growth on plants r ceiving 
dem1nera11zed water was probably du.e to a. more favorable ooil pB anl a 
lover osmotic pres sur of th soil solution. 
It is difficult to explain by the l s2 extract and leachate samples 
showed opposite readings. It may be noted that. in this ·and t .he experiment 
on th · variety Better Times the pR ot the leaemites vere ·very close. Thl.S 
may have been due to the atering passing throngh the layer of gravel which 
was placed in th bottom of the bench to facilitate drainage , This material 
vas ot a calcarious nature. If leaching would have been heavy before taking 
the sample the pH may have been more representative. 
Saintpa:ul:las 
Experiment I 
This experiment was designed to study the effect of aters of differ-
ent temperatures and mineral content on growth or saintpaulias, 
These plants, variety Blue Bird, were potted in 22- inch pots on Octo-
ber 20, 1952, A soil :ixture consisting of equal parts· or soil, neutral 
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peat and sand was usEK°l. The plants were arranged in a randomized bloek 
design with 4 replicates, 12 treatments and 2 plants per ecperimental unit •. 
The treatments were toa.r waters at three temperatures . 
Treatments ·1ere started January 8, 1953 and continued through J uly 13, 
1953 . Plants were shifted from 2t to 4 inch pots on March 211 1953 . 
Data were taken by counting the number of flower st·ems on each plant. 
fhese data were taken at .3 dates inclliiing July 13 1 1953 the day ot the 
last treatment . The plants were watered 23 times du.ring the experiment, 
Table 10 shovs the total nwnber or flower stems borne under each treatment . 
Table 10. Average number of flot'fer stems on sa:i.ntpaulias • 8 
406 F. 
Temneratur2 .. 
S0°F. 
Water 
Water 60°F. means 
College well 22 -.7 19.6 22 .1 21. 5 
CA (5 x anions ) 15.4 23 .4 22 •. 6 20.4 
cc (5 x cations) 16.2 21.1 19.2 l.S.9 
CCA (5 x cations and anions) lS.2 14.0 1'1.0 16.3 
Temp. means 18.l 19.5 20.2 
8Each figure average of S plants . No significant diri'erences at 5% 
level. 
It will be notEd that the plants receiv1ng college well water producEd 
the greatest number of flower stems or a total .of 21. 5 while CCA water gave 
the small.est number 16 • .3 . In r egard to water temperature, so° F. water gave 
20 .2 flower stems -while 60° and 40° F. water gave 19. $ and lS .1 tlo' ers 
respectively. 
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The data were not statistically significant but there was an indica-
tion from the treatment totals that college vater (check} w the better 
treatment and that waters of higher temperature gave a greater number of 
flowers . 
Possible reasons for the increase in number of flower stems on plants 
watered with warmed water were that the roots did not undergo the shock of 
receiving cold water, wrmEd water stimlated water and salt absorption, 
and facilitated more .favorable leaching . 
Although soluble salts were not measured the reduced growth was prob-
. ably due to the increased amounts of soluble salts. 
Saintpaulias, variety Blue Bird, vere potted in 2t inch pots and a 
sterilized soil mixture of .one-half soil and one-.fourth sand and one-fourth 
acid sphagnum peat am leaf mold was used. Potting was d.one February 22, 
195.3. Treatments were started on May 2.3, 195.3 and continued thro1J€h Decem-
ber 13, 1953. The plants were watered a total of 2 7 t1mes . Flower stems 
were counted on September 20 and December 4, 1953 and J'anua.ry 271 1954. 
Plants were s bitted from 2-;f to 4 inch pots on July 28, 195.3. The design 
as a raniomi·zed block vi.th 4 replicates aDd 7 plants per plot. 
As can be seen fra:n Table 11 the college well \'.tater treatment gave the 
highest mean n:wnber of flo er stems while the CCA water gav the least n'tllll-
ber of flower stems. The differences were not significant. 
Table 12 sho\.J'S the amount of water the 4 inch pots of soil hold at 
field capacity. Table 13 shows the specific conductance of the first and 
4 WF ::W ... 
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Table 11. Flower stems on saintpaulias . 
Treatment No. of flower stems8 
Coll ·1ell water 
Demineralized vater 
D .. cationized wa.ter 
CC.A water 
a.No sign.ificant differences at IJfo level . 
ll .) 
9.9 
9.7 
9.4 
T ble 12 • Millil:i.tere ot water held in 4 ineh pot of G101l at field 
capacity, 
Pot No. 
l 2 3 4 5 6 Ave. 
Mls . water 152 138 151 164 156 147 151 
T ble 13 . Specific conductance of the first and second 100 milliliters 
0£ leachate. 
Tre t ent 
College .'J ll water 
D il'leralizei water 
Decationized water 
CCA water 
a 1st 100 ml. 
87.2 
65 .4 
61 .7 
103 . 5 
8Each figure is the average 0£ 21 pots. 
2m ioo ml .8 
oo.o 
42 .s 41., 
61.9 
)7 
second 100· ml. of d ineralized water for leaching. Leachate were taken 
February 15, 1954. Plants ere leached as soon as soil became fairly dry. 
As is seen from Table 13 the second 100 ml. of leachate conta.ins about 
one-third less soluble salts than the first. 
-Plants watered with demineralized and decationized waters produced 
fewer flower stems than plants r1aterEd. with college well water. Since 
these were grovm u:Mer low nutrient concentrations the fewer number or 
flower stem may have been due to a de-£1ciency of nutrients, or their equi-
valent (sodium) as found in college well water (Table 3), 
:§i;periment III 
Saintpaulia , variety Red King, were pot.t into 3 inch pots on Novem-
ber 16, 1953. The design used was a randomizei block with ll replicates 
and 4 plants per plot. Treatments were started on January 6, 1954 am con-
t1nuei through April 27, 1954. The plants were watered a total of 2.3 
times, vi th no leaching of water thralgh the pots. Plants were shirted to 
4 inch pots on March 13, 1954. Plants rere fertilized manthly. Data were 
taken by counting the number of .flower stewJ at the end or the treatment 
period (Table 14). 
On May 7, 1954 leach.ates were taken from 4 pots selected at random 
from ea.eh treatment. The soil was brought to saturation and then in l2 
hours the first 125 milliliter sampl of leachate was collected. A..t'ter 4 
hours the secorxl 125 milliliters was collected. Demineralized water was 
used in leaching the soil. Table 15 show the average specific eonduetanoe 
of the leachate from 4 pots selected at random. 
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Table 1.4. Average number of flower stems per plant. 
Treatment 
College \tell water 
Demineralized water 
Deeationued water 
ClOO 
ClOOO 
a Flower stems 
7.18 
6,Jl 
5.S9 
o.;5 
sn1rrerence required fo·r significance at 51' level 1.16 flower stems, 
and at 1% level 1. 55 f'J.011rer tems. 
Table 15. Average specific oonduotanee (K X 10;) of leachate. 
Treatment 1st 125 m.1S. 2nd l25 mls. 
College well water 175 ! 59 146: 33 
Dem:lneraliz water 83 114 so t 12 
Decationiz vat er 107 .:t 12 106 1 11 
ClOO 115 t. 10 101 1 1 
01000 301 t 4; 212 t 30 
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The greatest number of flower stems ·were produced on the plants 
watered w·ith demineralized water. There were no statistically significant 
differences between college ell water, demineralized water or decation-
izEd rater but college well water containing 100 ppm sodium chloride and 
1,-000 ppm sodium chloride gave a reduction over the check of l .29 and 6.63 
flower stems respectively. 
The specific conductance of the soil receiving water ClOOO was highest 
ot all treatments. The soils receiving demineralized and dee tionized 
waters were the lowest. The amount of salt reduction 1n the second 125 
milliliters of leachate was generally proportional to the :initial salt con-
tent. This is generally true for all the leachate tests in this work • 
.Although the plants receiving ClOO water had a lotrer specific conduct-
ance than those receiving college well ater t .he number of flower stems 
was greater on plants receiving college vell water. It may have been causm 
by a ealeium deficiency induced by a surplus or sodium in the soil (Kelley, 
1951) . The same may be true for the soil.a receiving water ClOOO but an 
osmotic effect is also a cause for reduced growth. 
Bo plants receiving water ClOOO · rere killed but many- of the older 
leaves rotted and new growth was chlorotic and small. After the conclusion 
of the experiment uhen all plants were watered ith college well water the 
plants that had received water ClOOO improved pidly. 
Figures 1 thrrugh 5 show plants, under each treatment, on May 5, 1954. 
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Figure 1. Representative saintpaulias from plants watered with college 
well water. 
Figure 2. Representative saintpaulias from plants watered with 
demineralized water. 
Figure .3. Representative saintpaulias fran plants watered with 
decationized water. 
Figure 4. Representative saintpaulias fran plants watered with college 
well water containing 100 ppn sodium chloride. 
Figure 5. Representative saintpaulias from plants watered with college 
well water containing 1000 ppn sodium chloride. 
Snapiragons 
Seedlings of snapiragons, variety Snowman, were potted :into 4 inch 
pots on September 19, 1953 . A soil mixture of l part neutral peat, 1 part 
sand, and 1 part soil was u ed . The t:re tments were college well water, 
deminera.lized water, deca.tionized t.rater, 100 ppm NaCl in college well water 
am 1000 ppm NaCl in college well water. An experimental design or 9 
replicates and S plants per plot 1n a randomized block design was us , • 
Treatments were started October 21, 195.3 and continued through Dec 
bet- 14, 1953 . Plants ere vater a total of 7 times with the various 
waters and about 100 m1s . of 1ater w l ched through pot at eh water-
ing. The spilt s were harvested when 8 to 10 norets had opened and as soon 
as cut they were weighed indi v:tdually and stem len th measured . The larger 
part 0£ the spikes were cut bet 1een January l and January 15, 1954. Table 
16 shows the stem length in :me hes and weight or s pikeS in mnces . 
After all the snapdragons had been cut the soil ithin ch treatment 
was mixEd and steriliz for a second crop of sn pdragons. s can b seen 
(Table 17) the soluble sal:t and pH or the soils had changed to some extent . 
On February 9, 1954 seedlings of the s ame variety were planted in 4 
inch pots using the soil the .first crop had been grow in am 7 replicates 
:instead of 9 were us Ed. There were again 8 pots per experimental unit . 
Treatments were started on February 14, 1954 and continued through April 
23, 1954. 
Plants were water00 18 times allowing no l aching to occur . Data were 
taken from April 16, 1954 to May 1, 1954. In Table 18 are the r sults for 
the cond crop of snapd.ragons. 
Table 16. Average stem length and weight or snapdragons. 
Treatment 
College well water 
D ineralized water 
Decationized water 
100 ppm NaCl water 
1000 ppm NaCl water 
Stem length in inchesa 
34.7 
34.6 
34.7 
34.2 
32 .7 
Weight in ounces b 
1.17 
1.15 
1.14 
1.15 
l.03 
8n if'f rence required tor s igni£1cance at 5% level, I .21 inches • 
bourerenee required for significanc at 5% level, 0.051 runces 
an:l at 15' level, 0.,068 ounces. 
Table 17. Specific conductance aid pH of soil after first crop or snap-
dragons.a 
Treatment Conductance of a 1:2 mix pH 
College well water 92 7.0 
Demineralized vater 55 6 .9 
Deoationiz water 76 6.7 
ClOO water 71 7.3 
ClOOO water 91 7.4 
Soil at start of experiment 185 6.2 
a.Each figure average of two _readings. 
Table 18. · :verage stem length and weight for second crop of snapdregons. 
Treatment 
College well water 
Deminera11zed water 
Decationized \tater 
ClOO water 
ClOOO water 
Stem length in inches8 
25 .46 
26.50 
26.27 
25.44 
22.18 
Weight in ouncesb 
l.064 
o.9s5 
1.051 
0.934 
0.7071 
8Ditterence required for s ignificanee at 5 level, 0. 9762 inches 
and at 1% level, 1.323 inches. 
lnifference required for significance at 5% level, ,065 ounces and 
at 1$ level, .088 ounces. 
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For testing specific conductance and pH five pots were selected. at 
random trom each treatment. In 'i'ab1e 19 see the specific conductance 
of the first and second 100 milliliters of leachate and pH ·of leachate a 
determined by using a pH meter. The second 100 milliliters was collected 
immEdintely after the first . These data ere taken April 24, 1954. College 
well water vas used in 1 aching the soils. 
Table 19. S.pecif'ic conductance and pH of soil after second crop of snap-
dr gons. 
Treatment 
College well water 
Demineraliz.ed 'Water 
Decationized water 
0100 water 
ClOOO ater 
, SR§e1fie conductance 
l t 100 ml. 2nd 100 ml. 
336 ! 102 
.312 t. 39 
.336 i 80 
512 t 52 
1020 : 72 
166 ! 11 
13; 1 2; 
164 t 34 
220 t 18 
465 1150 
pH 
7.4 1 .2 
6.6 :t .1 
6.45 ;t .05 
7.3 t .1 
7.4 ! .2 
The plants that received ClOOO in the seeond erop were especially bad . 
The majority ot the plants showed an inter veinal chlorosis especially on 
the younger leave as well as eblorosi of lateral shoots . The 1 . aves on 
the lateral shoots showed considerable tip burn, in addition many florets 
tailed to open, petals were brownSl and stem extremely weak. The quality 
of plants receiving ClOOO water was greatly .reduced ard wcW.d have been of 
little commercial · value. 
The large reduction in growth or the plants receiving ClOOO water is 
due to a probable magnesium and calcium deficiency and a high osmotic 
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pressure ot the soil solution. It will be noted that there was more red.ue-
tion :in both stem length and weight on the secord crap plants receiving 
water 0100 and ClOOO than for the f'irst crop. 
The specific comuctanoe was considerably higher at the end of the 
second crop that it was at the end of the fir.st . This w partly du to 
fertilization or the plante and partly to accumulation of sa.1 ts from the 
water. It is interesting to note that the peeif"ic conductance ot the soil 
receiving college well water and decationized water is the same although 
one water contained considerab:cy fewer salts than the other.. It may be 
that salts are more soluble in the soil receiving decat ionizei water be-
cause of a lowr soil pH value. In general it can be said that there vere 
no important differences in growth of the first o econd crop for those 
plants receiving college ell water, demi:neraliz water or decationized 
vater. Since under such a short length of time fe soil changes oceuxred 
that affect growth it would have been of value to have studied the effect 
over a much longer period. 
Caloeolarias 
Seeds of the variety Multitlora Nana Mixed ere so~m on September 221 
195.3 . Seedlings were potted in 2~ inch pots on ovember 29, 195, . On 
February 13, 1954 the plants 1ere shifted to 4 inch pots using a soil mtx:-
t~e of 2 parts soil, 2 part sand, 1 part manure and 1 part acid peat. 
The plants were fertilized monthly l-tith a complet fertilizer . 'l'he design 
was a randomized block ith 5 replicates, I., treat ents and J plants per 
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plot. Treatment were applied from December 5, 1953 through April .3, 1954. 
The plants were watered a total of 18 times. Little to no 1 ehing vas 
carried out during the experiment. At the end or the treatment period all 
plants were t aken from the bench and judged independently by tour judges 
on a score card basis • The following score card was u Erl: 
Cultural perfection JO 
Floriferou ness 20 
Size 20 
Form 15 
Foliage 15 
Professor E. c. Volz, Professor c. H. Sherwood, Mr. William Jeffrey nd the 
author were the judges • 
Table 20 shows the average score that the plants un:ler a given treat-
ment received . can be een the plants watered with college well water 
received an average score of 75 out of a possible 1001 while 1000 ppm NaCl 
in college well water gave an average score of 66 . 
On April 10, 1954 leachates were taken and tested for specific con-
ductance and pH. The leachate wa.s obtained by saturating the oil and 12 
hours later adding enough college well water to collect 100 milliliters of 
leachate. This was tested (Table 21) and then in about one hour enough 
water was added to obtain the second 100 milliliter of 1 chate . Eight 
pot were selected at random from each treatment for the le ehate test • 
These data show a significant reduction in quality of those plants 
receiving water ClOOO, while the quality was about equal for tho e plants 
receiving the other three treatments . The reduction in quality of th 
Table 20. Ca.lceolarias - average score. 
Treatment 
College well water 
D ineralized w ter 
Deeationized water 
1000 ppm NaCl water 
Average score8 
75 
71 
72 
66 
8'.oifference r quired for significance at 5% point, 5.4 points. 
Table 21. Leachate anal~ is of caleeolaria soil. 
Treatment lat 100 ml. 2nd 100 ml. pH 
College well ·ter 420 !. 47 236 1 36 6 • .3 : 
Dem:1neral1zed water 297 :.t 39 209 :t 38 6.4 :t 
Decationized water 386 ! 82 2.38 ! ~ 6.2 1 
1000 pp NaCl water 729 ! 89 361 ! 128 6.3 : 
.2 
.2 
.1 
.1 
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plants rec i ving wate'r ClOOO was probably du to the increase in osmotic 
pressure of the soil solution and possible calcium deficiency due to 
excess sodium in the soil. The low pH of' all th soils was due to the fact 
that one month prior to testing the leaohates all the plants received an 
application, 10 grams per gallon of water, of ferrous sulfate. 
Figures 6 and 7 show representative plants from the 4 treatments. 
Begonias 
~riment I 
Seeds ot the fibrous rooted begonia , Indian Maid, were sow on 
August 141 1953. Se lings were plantoo into :3 inch pot on November 7, 
1953 using a soil mixture of 3 parts soil, 1 part neutral peat and l part 
sand. The plants were shirted to 4 inch pots on F bruary 16, 1954. The 
begonias were arranged in a randomize:! block de ign vith 10 replicates am 
one plant per plot. Treat ants were pplied from November 27, 1953 to 
May 1, 1954, the day on which fresh weight or tops and height or plant w 
measured. The plants were watered 27 times with some leaching at every 
other watering. Fertilizers were appliEd monthly during the experim nt,. 
On May 3, 1954 two pots from each treatment were select Ed at random 
for soil test (Table 23). 
The results (Table 22) of the experiment indicate that water ClOOO 
caused a definite reduction in weight and height of the begmias. While 
there was about a 20 per cent reduction in height, there was over a 50 per 
cent reduction in weight. The begonias shoved no symptoms of' leaf lnjury 
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Figure 6. Left, calceolarias waterei with college well water and 
right, with demineralized water. 
Figure 7. Left, calceolarlas watered with decationized water aJXl 
right, with college well water containing 1000 ppn sod.mm 
chloride. 
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Tabl 22. Fr sh weight of tops and height or begonias • 
Treatment 
College well water 
D mineralized vater 
Decationized. water 
1000 ppm NaCl water 
Height in inchesa 
10 .0 
9.8 
10.2 
s.o 
Fre h weight in gramsb 
147 
166 
164 
67 . 5 
8nifference required for significance at 5% level, 1.097, at 1% 
lev l, 1. 468 inches . 
boirference required for significance at 5~ level, 22.14, at 1% 
level, 29.91 gram • 
a Table 23. Specific conductance and pH of a 1:2 soil water extract. 
Treatment 
Specific cond~ctance 
(K X 10 ) 
College well water 77 ! l3 
Demineralized water 75 : 5 
Decationized water 67 ! 33 
1000 ppm NaCl water 130 ! 5 
8Each figure average or two. 
~ meter. 
pHb 
7.4 ! 0 
7 .0 t. 0 
6.8 : 0 
7.4 ! 0 
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under any of the treatments but under water ClOOO the plants exhibited a 
more bushy habit as was noted by Pear on (1949) for plants growing with a 
water containing high amounts of sodium. 
The specific conductance test (Table 23) indicate that r uction :in 
growth under water ClOOO was due to the high osmotic pressure of the oil 
solution and the high scdium chloride content o.f the soil. 
Experiment II 
Seed of the variety Indian Maid was planted September 221 1953 and 
seedlings planted in 2t meh pots on November 29, 1953. A oil mixture ot 
3 parts soil, 1 part neutral peat and l part sand was us • The plants 
were sh1f"ted to 4 inch pots on ovember 6, 1954. ra.ndomiztd block de ign 
was used with 7 replicates and 3 plant per plot . Treatments were appli d 
from Dece ber 4, 195.3 to May 1, 1954. The plants were water a total of 
26 times, with about 100 milliliters of water being leached through each 
pot at every watering. On ay 1, 1954 th height or each plant and fresh 
weight of tops were taken (Table 24). 
Four plant w re elected at random from each tre tment for leaching 
in order to ea ure specific conductance and pH of the leachate. The pots 
were brought to saturation and allow to stand for J2 hours then the first 
150 milliliters of leachate was collected (T ble 25). Foor addition 1 pots 
were selected from each tr atment for pH atrl specific conductance measure-
ments on a 112 soil water extr ct (Table 25) . Each figure is the mean and 
standard deviation of four easurement • 
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Table 24. Fresh w ight of tops and height of begonias. 
Treatment Height in 1nches6 b Weight in grams 
College well water 
Demineraliz water 
Deeationized water 
1000 ppm ·acl water 
s.3 
7.S 
8.1 
7.1 
102 
102 
98 
S6 
Br>ifferenee required for significance at 5% level, o.~o, at 1% 
level, .574. 
boitference requh-ed for significance at 5% level, 7.39, at 1% 
level, 10.13 .. 
Table 2;. Specitic conductance and pH of leachate and 1s2 soil water 
extract or begonia soil. 
pH a 
Specific conductane 
Treatment (K X 105) 
Ieacfuite extract leachate extrabt 
College wel l water 7.5 !. 0 7.5 :!: 0 128 1 26 .35 : .3 
Demineralized water 7.3 + ..,.. 0 7.4 :! 0 93 ! 14 26 !. 6 
Decationized water 7.25 ! .l 7.1 : .1 93 ! 16 .39 !. 13 
1000 ppn NaCl water 7.6 + .1 7.6 ! 0 2;0: 21 124 ! 14 
-
8 By pH meter. 
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There was a significant reduction in growth of the begonias receiving 
the ClOOO water while the d if f'erences among th other thre treatments were 
not significant. As in the previous experiment on begonias the reduction 
1n growth vas probably due to the high osmotic pressure of the oil solu-
tion and a change in pH (Table 25) • The soils receiving colle e well water 
were higher in pB and soluble alts than those soils receiving d ineralized 
or deeationiz water. This sho that there was some accumulation of 
oluble salt in the soil receiving college well water. 
Figures 8 throngh 11 are photographs of these begonias taken April 281 
1954. 
Poinsettias 
Poinsettias 1 variety Paul Ecke, vere potted into 4 inch pots on October 
7, 1952 using a soil mixture of equal parts of sand, neutral peat and soil. 
The experimental design was a randomized block with 5 replicates and 3 pots 
per experimental unit. The waters used were c, CA, CC; and CC.A. Treatments 
were started October 20, 1952. 
The dia eter ot bract and height ot plant (Table 26) were taken Decem-
ber 18, 1952. 
Another experiment wa set up in which college well rater at 3 tempera-
tures was applied to poinsettias (Table 27). There were 2 plants per plot 
and 5 replicates. 
No significant difi'erences were round using the 4 ypes of water on 
poinsettias although the data indicate that these plants receiving water 
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Figure s. Begonias waterei with college well water. 
Figure 9. Begonias watered with demilleralized water. 
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Figure 10. Begonias watered with decatio Di.zed water. 
Figure 11. Begonias watered with college well water containing 1000 ppm 
sodium chloride. 
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Table 26. Diameter ot bracts and height of poinsettias watered with 
four ater .• 
Treatment 
College well water 
Demineralized water 
D cationized water 
CCA water 
Diameter of bractsa 
in inches 
7. 63 
8 . 6) 
s .2; 
7.76 
8 o significant ditferenc s at 5% lev l. 
Tabl 27. Diameter of bract and height of po:insettias wate 
of three temperatures . 
Treatment Diameter of bractsa 
in inches 
40° F. water 7.5 
6rP F. water s.s 
so° F. ater 7. 5 
o significant differences at 5% level. 
Height8 
in inches 
s.22 
9.16 
8.18 
S.68 
with water 
Height8 
in inches 
s.4 
9.0 
8. 5 
;s 
CA produced plants with the largest bracts and plant height • For mor , 
d finite information a to the effect of these waters on poinsettias more 
replicates or plants wculd probably be nece sar;y. 
Th sam is true for the experiment using rater or different, tempera-
tures. Even though 6r.J° F. water gave the largest bract size and height of 
plant, the dif'fwences obtained were not statistically signitieant. 
Fallow Soil 
This experiment 1as designed to study the e.t.rect of these water 
(Table 28) on tallow soil. 
Table 28. Specific conductance o:f first 125 mls . of le chate from fallow 
soil .a 
Treatment A NA w .. ter means 
College well vater 261 .0 150.S 205 .9 
Demineralized water 112 . 6 l00. 6 106.6 
Decationized water 215 . 0 99.9 157·.4 
1000 ppm KCl water 461 .o 532 .0 496.5 
Type pot ~eans 262 .4 220 .s 241 .6 
SWaters.: Difference required £o:r significance at 5% level, 72 . ; 
units; at 1% level, 101. 7 units . 
Type pot: Not significant at 5% level. 
Two pots f or a given water: Difference required for s ignifieanc 
t 5% level, 113 .4 units . 
Two waters for a given pot type: Difference required. for signifi-
cance at 5% level, 153 .s unit • 
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A soil mixture of equal parts or sand, neutral peat and field soil 
as plac in 40 newl.7 asphalted am 40 new non-asphalt 4 inch pots . 
The experiment was designed as. split-plot i th the ·waters as the whole 
plots and asphalted or non-asphalted pots as the split-plots . Ten repli-
ca.tes and one pot per ex~r1mental unit was use:l . 
Fran October 16, 1953 to April 13 1 1954 th pots wer watered a total 
of 26 times, at ach watering 100 milliliter of 'W ter as add to each 
pot• thus a total of 2 .. 6 liters of water was added to each pot of soil. 
Never was enough water addEd to cause leaching of the soil until leachat 
tests were run on 10 pots from each whole plot treatment an. May 29, 1954. 
Demineralized. water was us~ in leaching the soils . Twelve hours before 
the first 12 5 milliliters of leachate. was collected the soil was brought 
to field capacity-.. The second 125 lliliters was collected 4 hours after 
the first . The pH vas dete ined by use of Universal Indicator Solution. 
Table 28 presents the specific conductance of the first l25 milliliter 
or leachate while Tahle 29 shows specific conductance, of the second l.25 
milliliter of leachate. The pH of the f'irat 125 mls . of leachat i al o 
shown (Tabl 30) . 
One of the purposes of this experiment was to study the effect of 
asphalting pots on the effect of salts that were retained in the soil. Th 
data show that there was a lower amount of soluble salts in the soil when 
th pot was not treated vith asphalt . This was to be expected because of 
the movement of salts into the pot wall. Soil receiving demineralized 
water contained the lowest amoants or solubl salts . The s lts accumulating 
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Tabl 29. pH of first 125 mls. of leachate. 
Trea ent 
College well water 
Dem1neralized vater 
Decationized water 
1000 ppm KCl water 
A 
6.9 :!: . 2 
6.4 ! .1 
6.1 i .2 
6.8 t .:; 
6.'1 :!: . 2 
6.0 : .4 
6.2 t .2 
6. 6 :t .3 
Table 30+ Specific conductance ot second J25 mls . of leachate from .fallow 
soil . a 
Treatment A NA Wat.er means 
College vell water 1.39.6 100.S 120.2 
Demineralized water 81.4 67.8 74.6 
Deeationized ater 145.S 64.2 105 .0 
1000 ppm XCl w ter 268.6 30;.o 286.8 
Type pot mean 158.8 134.4 U.6.4 
&waters : Difference r quired tar significance at 5% level, IJ:J .09 
units; at 1% level, 56.21 units . 
Type pots Not significant at 5% level. 
Two pots tor a given waters Dif'ferenc required far s ignif'icanc 
at 5% level, 46.00 units . 
Two waters for a given type of pot: Difference required for signi-
ficance at 5% level, 79.49 units; at l$ level, no.4 unit • 
~ 
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in the soil in non-asphalted pots reeeiv1ng dem'1leralized water was about 
one-third 1 sa than the pots receiving the college veil water. 
The lo pH ot the soil receiving deeationized \.rater is du . to the 
acctmllation of chloride and sulfate found in this water, while the higher 
pH in soils treated ·with college well water is due to the accumulation of 
the ions found in this water (Table 4). 
Cut Roses 
After considerable work had been done on the soil- ater relationship 
of plants, it was f'ound that it was difficult to analyze this relationship 
fully because of soil buffering and root selection along with other factors. 
It waa then decided to test these waters directly on cut £1ot:ers sine · sub-
stance are mor readily absorbed by a cut stem than through root syste • 
In order to study select reactions, treatment reputedly inrlnenoing cut 
flower response were selected in connection with the treated waters. The 
l.40 Better Times roses used in this experiment were produced by a northern 
Iowa grower. College Yell water (A) t demineralized ter (B), demineralized-
decationized mixture to pH 4.0 (C), college well vater ao:kiifiEd to pH 4.0 
with hydrochloric acid (D), and eoll.ege well water aeid.i£1ed to a pH 4.0 
ith sulfuric acid (E) were the waters used in the experiment. 
The chemicals added to those waters were none for the check, 3 per cent 
uerose, 3 per cent sucrose plus 1 milliliter of 3 per eent hydrogen peroxide 
to ea.eh 100 milliliters or solution, 1¢raz1ne sulfate solution (Laurie atd 
Kiplinger, 1950), 3 per eent sucrose solution containing 10 ppm arginine, 
Flora1ife at rate of 1 . 5 grams per 100 milliliters of water and Floralire 
at rate 0£ 2 . 5 grams per 100 milliliters of water. Water am che ice.ls 
wer U$ed in all combinations making a total of 3.5 water-chemical solu-
tions . The pH of these water-chemical solutions are shown in Table 31. 
Ro es grown at the college greenhou ·e were also used in the 5 aters as a 
check against the commercially grown roses~ 
The experiment wa started on March 18, 1954. A split plot design w 
used with the chemicals as 'tr hole plots and tJ::e waters as sub-plots . One 
rose 2n an 80 milliliter test tub was the ex~riment unit . There were 4 
replicates. Data were tak n as to mimber of days until the petals wilted, 
lo t color, or dropped . When the petal dropped, lost color or 11il ted, 
the flower was eonsiderm no longer desirable and thi co lder as 
the number of days the flo Jer kept. In Table J2 is the a rag mi r ot 
days the flow r remainsi in a desirable condition., 
The waters ae well s the chemicals r ulted in tatistically signi i-
cant differ,ence in the keeping qualitie or cut ros (Table .32). 'l'he 
interaction betw en chemical and water was significant at the l per cent 
level. 
The results from roses in the conditioned water iniicate that cond.i-
tioning by ion removal or acidification alone was or no benefit . The use 
of sugars and other sub tances in combination with conditioned water 
resulted in secondary reaction which prolonged plant lite providing bae-
te ial growth ras controlled . Thus eond.itioning waters to an ae1d state by 
decationization or addition of acids was of no benefit unless other chem-
icals ere pre ent • 
table .'.31 . pH of the veriou water-chemical combinations. 
'W ter 
Ch ical A B G D E 
Check 7.1 s.o 4.0 4.0 4.0 
3% ucrose 7.3 7.0 4.0 4.1 4.3 
'JI;, sucrose + H2 0:2 7.4 s.o 4.s 4.1 4.3 H3dre.zine ulf te 6.3 2.s 2 .• 7 2.7 2.7 
:3% uero + arginine 7.7 5.S 4.2 4.3 4. 6 
Floralite 1 . 5% 5.7 4.3 4.:; 4.3 4.3 
Flora.life 2 . 5 · 4.3 4.1 4.1 4.2 4.1 
Table .32. Number of da cut roses retained their usetulness when 
pl c in 35 ater-chemical solution • a 
Water 
Cb ical A B c D E ean 
o chemical 4.2 4.4 3.2 3.5 4.2 .3.9 
3% sucrose 5.7 3.1 4.6 5. 6 5.9 5. 0 
JI, sucrose + H202 4.9 5. 9 6. 0 6.1 5.9 s.s Hydrazine sulfate 3.9 3.S 4.1 4~5 4.4 4.1 
3% auerose + arginine 4.8 4.0 5.5 5.6 5.1 5. 0 
Florali!'e 1. 5% 5. 5 6.9 5.6 5 . :3 4.6 5.6 
Floralife 2. 5% 7.l 4.6 4.1 4.5 4.5 4.9 
College roses 
in no ohe ioal 5.1 4.s 5.0 5.4 5.l 5.l 
Mean 5.2 4.7 4.s 5.1 4.9 
achemieals: .Difference required tor significance at 5% level, 
0 .89 da • at level, 1 .22 day • 
' 
ate : Difference required for significance at 5% level, 0.35 
d ; t l level, O . 48 days • 
Two water mean for l chemical: Difference :required for igni-
ficanee at 5% level, 1 .02 days; at 1% level, 1.35 days. 
Tvo eherai ls for a given water: Difference requir for sig-
nificance at 5% level, 1.27 d ys; at 1% level• 1.71 days . 
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In general the data show that it was advantageou to acidity t 
only when ucrose plus hydrogen peroxide or sucrose plus arginine wer 
added to the water. Acidification when 2 .5 per cent Floralire i.ras addm 
ras ha:rmfUl.. One and one-halt per cent Florslife gave the best results in 
demineralized water. 
Some reasons for these results may- be that acidifisi waters and hydro-
gen peroxide inhibit bacterial gro rth whieb can be responsible for pre-
mature death 0£ cut flowers, sugar may be taken up b7 the cut flo\rer as 
sueros or be eydrolyz in the presence of acid to fructose and glucose 
and absorbed as these forms of sugar by the plant. 
Cut S_napdragons 
Expgriment.l 
The purpose of this experiment was to etermin the e£f'ect of diffel\-
ent 1aters and chemicals on the keeping qualities of napdragons . Colle e 
v 11 water~ d inerallzEd mter and a decationized-demineral1z ture 
adjusted to pH 4.5. It we. necessary to raise the pB or decationiz~ water 
by adding dem ralizoo ..rater because from preir.J...ous experiment it was 
.found that decationized vater caused definite damage to :flo-wer stems in 2 
or 3 days. The :injury t-1as probably due to the low pll of 2. 7. Chemicals 
used vere none (A), 2 per cent sucrose (B), 2 per cent suorose plus 2 drops 
of 2 per cent phenol to eh 80 milliliters of ater (C), 1 . 6 grams ot 
Floralife in ach 100 illiliters of later (D}, and 2 drops of 2 r cent 
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phenol in es.eh 80 milliliters of water (E). The chemical and 'Water were 
used in 11 possible combinations, making a total of 15 solut on • 
A split plot design with 6 r plicates ;as used with rater as whol 
plots and chemicals as sub-plots. On pike in an SO milliliters test 
tube ·was an experimental unit . Replicates l and 2 were tarted Januar;r 4, 
1954, replicate .3 an! 4, tour days later, r plieate 5, five days later and 
replicate 6, eight days later. Data were taken as to the number of d ys 
nece saey for the flower to reach an undesirable state . When 10 :tlore 
bad wilted, tip wilted, or leaves ltrilted an undesirable stat , fa. con-
sidered to have been reached . Table 33 sho the number of days the flowe s 
lasted in the various solutions . 'fhese results mw that of the thre 
waters used the demineralized-decationized m ·ture tner ed th keeping 
quality th most hile 1.5 per cent Floralife produced the large t incre 
for all of the waters except d mineraliz • 
The reasons for the differences ve t s ame as those given in the 
re ulta on cut ros s . 
This experiment was conducted to determine the effect or dif f ·erent 
waters am chemicals on the keeping qualities of cut anapdrsg one . A split 
plot design with chemicals as v ,ole plots and waters as sub-plots was used, 
with 4 replicates . 
The chemicals us 1ere none, 2 . 5 per cent sucros solution, 2. 5 per 
cent sucrose solution plus l . 5 milliliters of 3 per cent hydrogen peraxid , 
hydrazine sulfate (Laurie and Kiplinger, 1950), 2. 5 per cent sucrose plus 
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Table 33. Number of days snapdragons remained in a d sir able solution. a 
,,,_,.,..,. Chenical Water 
Waters A B c ~ 
~"-
D E means 
College vrell 4.8 5.5 6.16 S.lS 4.?5 5.86 
Demineraliz 5. 58 7.0S 10.75 10.35 6.5 s .03 
D in.-decat. ndx 6.5 S.75 9.9 ll.11 7.0 8.66 
Chemical means 5.63 7 .11 s.94 9 . 8.3 6.oa 
E\4aters• Difference required for sjgnificanc.e at 5% level, o. 69 
days; at l$ level, o.9a days. 
Ch icals: Difference required for significance at 5% level, 0 .52 
days; at 1% level, 0.69 days. 
Two chemicals for a given water: Difference required tor signifi-
cance at 5% level, 0 .90 days; at 1% level, 1.19-days. 
Two waters for a single chemical: Difference required for signi-
ficance at 5i level, 1.04 days; at 1% level, l.51 days. 
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10 ppm arginine, 1. 5 grams Flora.lite per 100 milliliters ot water and 2 . ; 
grams of Flora.life per 100 milliliters of water (rate recommenied by pro-
ducer). Waters used were the college well water (A) , deminerallzed water 
(B) , demineralized-deeationized mixture to a pH 4 (C) 1 college well t.Jater 
acidified to pH 4 with sulfuric acid (D) and college well water aeidified 
to a pH 4 with bydroeblo:r1c acid (E). The above mentioned chemicals and 
waters vere used in all poss ible chemical- water combinations 'ktbich gave 35 
different solutions. The pH of these solutions ia show in Table 31. 
I n the experiment started April l, 1954, 140 s.napi:ragons , variety 
Barbara, were used . The spike used were selected for high un1f'armit7 v ' th 
all 140 having 8 to 12 .florets open on each spike. Ee.oh spike was cut to 
a length of 2.3 inches, leaves removed from l owr 8 inehes am placed 1n 80 
milliliter test tubes S inches high. 
Dat which were tak show number ot days until tip tdlted 1 leav 
wiltedf and 10 florets wilted and the amount of vate:r used by · .acb sp!k 
the tirst two days in the solution. When the plants had reach any or the 
above stages it was considered mdesirable and this vas tm length of tine 
spike was of value. The figures (Table 34) .are the average number of days 
the spike remained in. good condition. 
The water and eh ical means am interaction of the t"lro are all signi-
ficant ·at the l per cent level. The results show that suerose plu bydrogen 
peroxide gave the greatest number of days for keeping quality Yhile college 
'ell water aoidifiai with sulfuric acid preserved the flol-Jers over th 
longest number of days, Differences betueen waters D and E sup rt the 
results of Hayward am Long (1942) am Eaton (1942) who found that 
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Table 34. umber ot days cut snapiragons remained in a desttable condi-
tion. 8 
Water Chemical 
Chemical A B c D E mean 
Check 2 •. 62 ; . 50 2.75 2 • .38 2.ss 3 .~ 
2~  sucrose 2. 62 5.75 5.38 7 .3S 4.12 5.05 
2~--% sucrose + u2 Oi io.25 4.2s .3 . S7 8.75 s.12 7.05 
Hydnzine ult ate 3. 50 2. 62 2 . 50 2 . 50 2. 50 2 .72 
ucrose + arginine 2 4t 50 7.75 5.& S.75 3. 50 5.62 
Floral.if 1. 5 g. 7.00 7.75 5.62 6.25 5.50 6.4). 
Floralif 2. 5 g . 6.12 4.00 4.)8 4.75 3.f!'I 4. 62 
Mean 4.94 5.37 4. :30 5.82 4.50 4.98 
°'chemicals : Difference required for significance at 5% level, l .07 
days; at l$ level, 1 .46 d ys . 
aters : Difference required £or aignificanc at 5% level, o.s4 
days; at 1% level, 1 .12 days . 
Two waters for s given ohemical: Difference required for s ignifi-
cance at ;fl, level, 2 .22 de. . ; at 15' level, 2 .95 days . 
Two chemicals for a given waters Difference required tor igni-
f'icanee at 5% level, 2 .30 days; at 1% level 1 3 . 12 days . 
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chlorides were more toxic to plants than sulfates . Acidification to pH 4 
with ~rochlorio acid was beneficial but acidification by decationization 
to pH 4 alone was of little or no benefit in this perimer&. The previcns 
eKper:bnent shows that aoidifiontion by decationization to pH 4.5 was bene-
ficial to snapdragons. 
The reasons given for the results obtained in tm SKperiment on cut 
roses also apply here. Figures 12 through 17 show the appearance of thes 
sna}Xlragons 7 days after treatments were started. 
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figure 12. Left to right: snapdragons after 7 days in waters 
A, B, C, D, and E. 
Figure 13. Left to right: snapdragons after 7 days in waters 
A, B, C, D, and E all containing sucrose. 
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Figure 14. Left to right: snapdragons after 7 days in waters A, B, c, 
D, a.Di E all containing sucrose plus hydr~en perOKide. 
Figure 15. Left to right: snapdragons after 7 days in waters A, B, C, 
D, am E all containing sucrose plus 10 ppn arginine. 
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Figure 16. Left to right: smpdragons after 7 days in waters A, B, C, 
D, and E all containing 1.5% Floralife. 
Figure 17. Left to right: snapdragons after 7 days in waters A, B, C, 
D, and E all containing 2.5% Floralire. 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
When college well, d mineralized, and deeationize:l ters were us 
in watering plants, statistically significant differences were obtain 
{/ v 
only in the production or Hildegazde roses r when usEtl alone and in co _ ) 
- \... - ~ J 
r· bina.tion ldth eh icals significantly increasJ th keeping quality or cut 
Snowan sns.J.iiragons . In combination rith ehe icals they improved the k ep-
ing quality of cut Barbara snapiragons and Better T·imes roses . The addi-
tion of as low as 100 ppm sodium chloride to college well water rEduced 
the production of all crops except the first crop of snap:lragons • 
Considerable changes oecurred in soluble salt content and pl! of the 
soils· receiving the conditioned waters, while in all instances the soils 
~~\~ ". 
receiving college v l water had a higher soluble~content and pH value than 
those soils receiving the other two ·waters . Soil watered with decation-
iz waters generally had a pH value from o.; to l .O units lower and was 
inter.m iate in salt content in relation to those wateral with college iiell 
water- Soils receiving demineralized water bad the lowest soluble $alt 
content and intermediate pH value. Water containing addei scdium chloride 
increased the soluble salt content of all soils and increased the pH value 
0 .1 to 0 .• 3 units o r those soils receiving college well water. 
The results obtained for the college well1 demineralizei and deeation-
izEd waters were in agreement with tb:l recommen:lations made by Wall and 
Cross (1943). They state that waters containin 200 ppm or less of salts, 
am little or no alkalies are of excellent quality for greenhouse use, 
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however, when the salt content is 500 ppn trouble c·an be expectei dth the 
more uscepti ble g:reenhous e plants . Since college well water contains 
approximately 450 ppm dissolved solids it could be expected to cause trouble 
only on the more usceptible gre nhouse plants . 
The ef'i'eets on plant growth obtainoo when waters cantainjng 100 and 
1000 ppm sodium chloride vere used are in parlia.l agreement with the find-
ings of Krone and · ein.ard (1930) who f'ound that waters containing 100 ppm 
sodium chloride were not hamful to the plants st 1et1 after one month of 
treatment. I n the experiments des.cribed herein re:luoed grot-rth did not 
ppear until the second or third month of treatment. 
The changes noted in soil pR a.re in a.gl:'eement with the ork of Burk 
(1927) \'1ho f'ouni that the final pH of a greenhouse oil is a direct func-
tion of the ·ater e.ppl1Ed.. 
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CON0Ltf3IONS 
l. under the conditions of this ex.peri.ment, Hildegarde roses pro-
duced a statistically significant greater number of flo fers and total 
flower stem length under demineralized than tmder college t-rell water. 
2 . Better Times roses, vatered. with three aters, college well, 
deminerali.zed and decationized water; did not produce a tatistically sig-
nificant differenc in number of flowers as total .flower stem length. 
J. College well water containing as little aa 100 pJ:ifl additiona.l 
sodium chloride produced statistically significant fewer fl.over tem on 
the saintpaulias, variety REd King, and reduced the w ight of the second 
crop of snapdragons, variety Snowman. 
4.. The addition of 1000 ppm scdium chloride to college well water 
significantly reduced the fresh weight and height or fibrous rooted begon-
ias • 
5.. When fallow soil t1as vaterai ith college ·well, demineralized am 
decationized water, stat.istically significant changes occw:Ted in the solu-
ble salt content and pH or the oils . 
6 •. Cut roses in conditioned vaters alone producEd no differences in 
keeping qualities but the addition or certain ch nieals to the conditioned 
ttraters showed statisticall7 significant differences in the keeping quality. 
7. Cut snapdragons in conditioned waters showed statistioall7 signi-
ficant differences in keeping qualities, while the addition of ch ·cals to 
the various water produced large differences 1n keeping quality. 
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s. From observations throughout the exper.tmentt it was noticed that 
no objectionable residue was deposit on the foliage of the plants 
receiving either demineralized or decationizetl ·viater. 
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The investigations reported in this paper deal with the effect of 
waters conditioned by d ineralization am deeationization on the gro 
of some greenhouse plants and the effect of these raters on the soluble 
salt content and pH of soils treated with them. 
The crops stud1Ed were roses, begonias, sa:intpaulias, caleeolarias, 
poinsettias, snapdragons, cut roses and out snapdragons . Unless othe ise 
noted regular commercial practices vere f'ollo ed in regaid to ·watering, 
shading, potting, cutting and control of greenhouse temperatures , 
A randomized block or split plot design was used in all the exi:eri-
ments . Data that were collected varied trom crop to crop but information 
affecting commercial quality was collected as far as possible. The pH and 
soluble s lt content of the soil was measured for most crops . 
Under the conditions of this experiment it appears that little or no 
advantage \las obtained by reducing the mireral content ot the college ell 
water except .for crops which will remain in the soil fot' several years . 
However, eignifieant changes :1n solubl salt content encl pH of the 
soils treated with the different waters was noted . 
Conditioned waters in combination with chemicals produced s ignificant 
differences in the keeping qualities ot cut roses and snapdragons ., 
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